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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Recent years have witnessed great progress in using deep learning models for automatic music generation. While many researchers choose to demonstrate their work by providing audio samples of the generated music only, some researchers take the extra step to build demonstrations that are aimed to be interactive, accessible, and easy to use [1, 2, 3]. Along with the believe that a major goal of such AI models is to play music in real time with human musicians [2], we also expect to see in the coming years more interactive demons of music AI that include human to the loop of music creation, such as the one presented by AI Duet [3].

With this paper we like to present such a demo, as part of our endeavor in creating interactive music listening and creation experiences at the Taiwan AI Labs. The demo is made up with two AI functions: jamming and auto-accompaniment. For jamming, a human player plays a short phrase of music (via for example singing or piano) and the AI will response to it with an automatically generated music phrase. For auto-accompaniment, the AI generates accompany tracks such as bass and drums for the leading one provided by human.

We call our AI “Yating” (雅婷), naming after a common female name in Taiwan.

To showcase the two functions at once, we design a music creation process that is composed of two rounds. The process is illustrated in Figure 1. The first round is a jam session, a dialogue in piano between human and AI. Every time a human performer plays a 4-bar piano phrase, Yating will continue and response to it with another 4-bar piano phrase. Meanwhile, Yating will generate the accompanying bass and drums tracks for this 8-bar phrase (i.e., 4+4) in the background, which are to be played in the second round. This interaction comes to an end after a few turns. In the second round, we mix the generated bass, drum and piano tracks together and loop them, so as to create a backing loop. The human performer can then start to record new tracks over the loop, for example via singing or playing the guitar, to create a multi-track live music.

Please visit https://youtu.be/9ZIJrr6lmHg/ for a demo video. A snapshot of our musician jamming with Yating can also be found in Figure 2. As Yating is currently learning to compose Jazz music, the generated loop is a Jazz piano trio. We refer readers to [2] for some technical details.

We implement our demo based on a popular digital audio workstation (DAW) called REAPER, which offers a set of APIs to create extended functionalities. With the APIs, we can write Python scripts to seamlessly connect REAPER with external MIDI keyboards or microphones, and the AI music composition models we built. Using DAWs as the interface allows musicians or programmers to customize many things related to music production in a professional way, such as the choice of virtual instruments and mixing parameters. This is not available if we use only common web applications to build the demo.

For better user experience, we implement two threads for parallel programming, one for the piano response part and the other for generating the bass and drums. While performing, the two threads also need to record some desired input (i.e., indicated by the black segments in Figure 1) and generate the results (i.e., the yellow...
segments). I/O latency (i.e., the red arrow) has also been accounted for. The demo is now ready to be played with in real time. In the future, we may further enrich this AI-human cooperative music creation process by adding more threads or other AI functions.
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**Figure 1.** The flow diagram of the “Jamming with Yating” demo.
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**Figure 2.** A musician jamming with Yating: (left) bird’s eye view, (right) screenshot of REAPER.
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